Greetings Mark and Szilvia,
I wanted to thank Africa Adventure Company for putting together the most fabulous journey for my family. I
know I sound cliche....but it really was the trip of a lifetime for all of us! All four of us have traveled quite
extensively so pretty amazing that each of us felt this was their number one experience. Everything ran like
clockwork, absolutely no glitches. The transport, accommodations, meals were all spot on and much more
than we expected. I have to say what MADE our trip was John Bingo, our guide. He was incredibly
knowledgeable (an avid "birder" like all of us), enthusiastic, personable, excellent communicator and
teacher. I not sure how you matched John Bingo with me, Nani, Lucas, and Stephanie, but I can tell you we
were a perfect team! The staff at the the Kimondo Camp and Namiri Plains were soooo kind and hospitable,
definitely right up there as a highlight of our trip. Lucas studied a little Swahili before our trip so that added to
our experience with the staff.....I’m writing to you at 4am...that’s how excited I am about letting you know
how much we appreciate Africa Adventure Company.
Thank you again, Mahalo and Aloha,
Jill Loui, March 2016

Hi Szilvia and the Africa Adventure Company team,
Mary Ellen and I wanted to thank you for another incredible adventure in Africa. We thoroughly enjoyed our
safari in northern and southern Tanzania, not to mention the streets of Stone Town and the beaches of
Zanzibar. As usual, the entire trip was perfectly organized from beginning to end. All of the ground
arrangements were in place, without a single hitch. All of the camps were outstanding, and as this was our
fourth safari trip, we are happy to know that in Africa there is always more to do and experience.
We especially enjoyed the Olakira Camp in the northern Serengeti. Our guide, Emmanuel, was excellent
and we had an immediate rapport with him, which added to the experience, not to mention passing the time
waiting for a crossing. Given that one of our goals was to witness the great migration, we were fortunate
enough to see two crossings, as well as many lions, cheetah and one leopard. Olakira was a great way to
begin our safari.
Thanks again for a wonderful safari!
Peter and Mary Ellen Cvek, July 2016

Dear AAC:
Send all your clients to Namiri Plains. Mother lion on a rock kopje nursing 4 tiny cubs. Six male lions on a
bluff next to camp overlooking a herd of buffalo which they plunder whenever hungry. We saw 19 cheetah
in 2 days. Mostly mothers with cubs.
Bill Harker, July 2016

